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Our twelve search topics:
01. Self-build
02. Inhabitable
03. Enoughness
04. Convivial design
05. Symbiotechniques
06. Best Built Easier
07. Ungrowing
08. Meteorophilia
09. Arché
10. Walking
11. To architecture
12. Unschooling
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At the same time that suburban tissue was spreading around the world,
another hidden phenomenon was
emerging too. It is the subrural.
In this brief article, initially published
in Catalan in AT Magazine, edited by
Nuria Casais and Ferran Grau, we try
to define it. It is the seed for a theory
of the subrural we are currently working on.
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What makes an environment inhabitable?
Architecture is man’s act of making the Earth inhabitable,
by transforming an environment in order to live in it
in peace, health and joy. It is not just about survival.
Architects are the members of a community who help
others in this endless process.

Architects can help others build their own habitats, not
their home; our job is about planning and constructing
what happens before home.
Every human being questions him or herself:
What is home?
Where is home?
When is home?
How is home?
Who is home?
Every architect questions how can this particular human
being’s habitat be? For us home is not a place but others.
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As a consequence of our search as
architects, we also produce knowledge made
of words -written and spoken. Words are
very different from wood or clay, sunlight
or rain, or the bodies and skills of builders.
They demand their own abilities, techniques
and care. They help us to organise, formulate
and share this knowledge. Our own search
revolves around twelve constant themes,
things we don’t have a definitive answer to
yet, which we present here as questions.
This knowledge is not just a by-product
of our activity, but rather an instrumental
part that develops simultaneously and is
imbricated in building.
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What makes a place inhabitable is a complex, multi-scalar question, that includes
quantitative and qualitative reasons, emotions and feelings. Humans not only inhabit
a structure, a building, but mainly a territory. This is why we include the Subrural in the
Inhabitable theme.
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Most people sleep and work in a city. Som of us do it in the provinces. In those more or
less big human settlements urban laws are written which transform and, at least until
today, destroy any given territory, defining and separating it in urban, suburban or rural
categories. A culture of concentric circles where the city is a self-proclaimed center.
Beyond that, we find the rural world. Physical distance between city and countryside can
be either big or small, but the relation between their limits is usually very similar. The last
street of a suburban neighborhood, a new hood or an industrial area give their back to the
countryside. In some places, at the end of the sown and harvested ruralia, we find valleys,
river beds, creeks and communal forests where the town folks could gather wood, fruits
or medicinal herbs, separating them from their natural cycles. Beyond the commons, the
wilderness. Forests and its beasts. Night and its stars.
The Baix Camp towns are compact, old and in decadence. In some bigger towns, better
connected by infrastructures, we also find bags of urban patterns. Although sometimes
they are physically detached from the town, they have a suburban vocation: chalets
and small houses with a little garden where the kids can play within. As an involuntary
consequence of this urban growth, buildable spaces with concrete qualities appear. They
don’t have a characteristic pattern, although they are the consequence of urban planning.
Often they don’t form any new streets or get all municipal services. They have a diffuse
character, sometimes chalets pretending to be from the city, sometimes self-built country
houses that have been slowly surrounded by small apartment blocks or houses that
locals build for their kin. They don’t belong to any particular building tradition, because
in el Camp it was dismantled several decades ago. But they keep a small vegetables
production, the old orchard, wells and irrigation pools. They don’t relate to the city, they
talk to the valley or the hill. They are not remote, but don’t have easy access either. They
are hidden. They are subrural environments, peripheral leftovers of planning made in the
city and of a rural life at once. A consequence of regulations with specific dates, authors,
ideologies and market interests. These logics can be applied in very different contexts
anthropized under the same conditions.
Alforja is a good example of all this. An untamed small town with idyllic and windy
surroundings. Its plots and fields odor come from the acidity of hazel tree leafs toasting
underneath the summer sun rays; the autumn pruning fires; the icy Mestral wind and
the smoke of winter calçotades. The light refracted on the granitic stone edges of the
abandoned hazel tree fields. The tool shacks made from upcycled waste materials.
The local code approved in 2009 defines three new plots in an old hazel tree field. In each
of these plots, a maximum buildable rectangular footprint and volume was indirectly
defined. We adapted this volume to a literal southern orientation, and from this new
volume we designed the OE house. During its long construction process the neighbours
decided it was a barn, it really looked like one. Or is it more like one of the nearby masos?
Or a copy and collage of the maison Jaoul and a Case Study House, one on top of the
other? The OE house project started and ended with a few notes for a brief theory of the
subrural.
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The OE house, another subrural building.

Subrural includes several sub-categories,
such as illegal settlements, and legally
planned infrastructure. Alforja is the first
case study. More examples of el Camp will
follow. After that, we will look abroad to test
if the theory stands is other very different
contexts..
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Winter.

Summer.

Photos by José Hevia..
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